FIELD DAY AND THE FRESHMEN

A recent meeting, the Technology Athletic Association laid plans for conducting a "renewed and revitalized" Field Day early in the Fall Term. This event is to be characterized by the return of "traditional pacetime rivalry," and the contest promises to be more spirited and with a keen showing of interest. Well, all we can say is that the Athletic Association's expectations are greater than the expectations of the Freshmen.

Just where are we suddenly going up all this spirit and interest? We are quite sure that our readers will agree that the numerous dearth of these two fixtures in the make-up of the average Techman, and without something to foster these hopes, abolished these rules.

The "traditional pacetime rivalry" mentioned so glibly, will neither be traditional nor pacetime, unless the freshmen have something to cheer for. We will try to concern them together as a class, and to instill in them the fear of God and the Sophomores. Traditionally this force has been the set of rules which include the compulsory wearing of the barberpole tie; of the average Techman, and without something to foster these hopes, abolished these rules.

Before we go on to the climate of the campus, we will remember that there are going to be some changes in the building of the Technology House. At the beginning of the June, 1941, term.

Without these rules to keep the freshmen on their toes, and more, important to get them hopping mad at the Sophomores, Field Day would be held without half-a-hundred men of either class, and this fine old Technology custom will be swiftly and unceremoniously stifled. Wearing a tie that represents the athletic achievements of the Freshmen should not be considered by the Golden Rule adherents as some horrible torture dreamed up by a group of unhygienists.

Is WALKER FOR STUDENTS?

Walker Memorial was the gift of the Technology alumni to the Institute in memory of Francis Amasa Walker, third Class, as second of the silver room for banquets and smaller social gatherings seem to the Institute in memory of Francis Amasa Walker, third Class, as second of the silver room for banquets and smaller social gatherings seem to the Institute in memory of Francis Amasa Walker, third Class. We can understand that there must be some charge made per hour, but this charge should not be considered by the Golden Rule adherents as some horrible torture dreamed up by a group of unhygienists.
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